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About This Software

3DCoat is the one application that has all the tools you need to take your 3D idea from a block of digital clay all the way to a
production ready, fully textured organic or hard surface model.

KEY FEATURES

Easy Texturing & PBR

Microvertex, Per-pixel or Ptex painting approaches

Realtime Physically Based Rendering viewport with HDRL

Smart Materials with easy set-up options
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Multiple paint Layers. Popular blending modes. Layer groups

Tight interaction with Photoshop

Texture size up to 16k

Fast Ambient Occlusion and Curvature map calculation

Rich toolset for all kind of painting tasks, and more...

Digital Sculpting

No topological constraints. Sculpt as you would with Clay

Complex boolean operations. Fast kit bashing workflow

Adaptive dynamic tesselation (Live Clay)

Dozens of fast and fluid sculpting brushes

Boolean operations with crisp edges

3D Printing Export Wizard.

Ultimate Retopo Tools

Auto-retopology (AUTOPO) with user-defined edge loops

Fast and easy-to-use manual Retopo tools

Possibility to import reference mesh for retopologization

Retopo groups with color palette for better management

Advanced baking settings dialog

Fast & Friendly UV Mapping

Professional toolset for creating and editing UV-sets

Native Global Uniform (GU) unwrapping algorithm

Multiple UV-sets support and management

Support ABF, LSCM, and Planar unwrapping algorithms

Individual islands tweaking

Lastly, it is fast, easy, and fun to use.

3DCoat Amateur version vs. the Professional version

3DCOAT AMATEUR
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No commercial usage, but you may earn money from TF2 and DOTA 2 items.

Textures size to export is limited to 2048x2048

Limited to 7 layers

3DCOAT PROFESSIONAL

The ultimate set of 3DCoat tools and features.

Rights to use 3D-Coat commercially.
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Really like this game. The only problem I have with it is when playing windowed it crops the screen. I tried adjusting the
resolution but the window doesn't automatically fit. Great game though!. Dead game, dont be fooled and buy it.. It's better than
the first part, at least pressing a key seems to have an effect more often. It'd still be more fun to just roll a dice and say you've
won if you roll 10 sixes in a row, though, because that's how it feels .... The standard Government is one of the last weapons
unlocked in the campaign, even though it is the strongest handgun in terms of raw damage (at the cost of fire rate). This DLC
helps with that by unlocking a special, somewhat weaker version as soon as the player gets access to a weapon box in Episode 2.

Admittedly, this does not warrant even the modest price tag, if not for Raid mode. Even with its few custom part slots and
terrible fire rate, attaching burstfire on it turns the Parker\u2019s Government into one of the strongest sidearms, which has a
damage output rivalling some weaker snipers or magnums, only with a larger ammo stack, more common proficiency among the
characters, and incredible precision thanks to its zero recoil.

The Raid-exclusive special part is a combination of close range and elite enemy damage boosts. While both are useful, not in
this weakest form, so do not hesitate to sell it.. Well... There is no Main Menu, game takes about 5-10 minutes to complete
(including getting all 5 acheviements), same song loops over and over again, game does not have a traditional sudoku 9 x 9 Grid,
very minimalistic interface. I'll let you be the judge of whether or not you think this is worth paying money for...
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AMAZING shooter. I absolutely love this game.. There is nothing to dislike, everything is adorable!
Father and Daughter (8) succesfully made a Kickstarter-Game! And its epic!. This is actually a decent game. The story is
slightly confusing and the English is pretty bad, but once you get past that, you have a decent game with good controls(even
though for some reason I couldn't customize them), awesome 80s soundtrack (the ice stage was pretty nostalgic for me), and
some replayability. It's a first draft, so it's a little rough around the edges, but don't let that stop you from enjoying another
decent MetroidVania.. i played this at PAX south and was also a bug tester in the beta, and it's held up as a good little party
game both times! you can pretty much just jump right in and play with whoever you want, and there's no real "gap" between
first-time players and folks that have been playing for a while.. This review is for "Elizabeth Find M.D. - Diagnosis Mystery -
Season 2")
4/5 Stars. Object finding game of good quality. It took about three hours to complete it. As with all object-find games, this has
no replayability, so be sure not to pay more than $5 for it.
It has a minor storyline that is a bit soap-opera-ish and doesn't really enhance or affect the puzzle aspect. It would have gotten
5/5 if it hadn't reused some search scenes and if it had an extra hour or so of game play.. Terrible. Don't bother.. Cute, colourful
and very easy to pick up and play. This game isn't going to tax the little grey cells too much; it's more something you can play
when you have a few minutes to waste, or just want to play something mindless to relax. Instructions are clear, the story is
simple and the gameplay is fun. So far - and I haven't played much yet, but I play a lot of these games - this promises to be one
of the better examples of this genre. Haven't found any negatives yet but if I had to be picky I'd say it was actually too easy..
This might be the best game EVER if you enjoy playing the SAME nine holes over and over again!.

Who needs variety, anyways?!. Does not allow you to control anything. Bad game.. Really good game for the price. Also, I'm a
sucker for these types of games; reminds me of Geometry Wars. For about 5 bucks you'll get your money's worth of frustration,
enjoyment, excitement, and rage quitting. But you'll be back, trust me.

Hope they add more features. But overall it is pretty addicting.
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